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Data Standard New Vault File logic flow 
All starts from the menu file (c:\ProgramData\...\DataStandard\Vault\menu.mnu). 
In this files there are several sections that represents the menu entries. In the 
newFile section you’ll find the PSFile attribute that points to the 
CreateFile.ps1 file located under addinVault\Menus. Such file contains the 
logic for the create file dialog 

 

Within the CreateFile.ps1, the CreateDialog (or GetEditDialog for 
editing) generates a dialog object. The XamlFile property points to the XAML file 
that shall be used for such dialog. The element selected in Vault is known 
($vaultContext.CurrentSelectionSet[0]). Thus it’s possible to use different 
XAML files for different situations, by setting the XamlFile property accordingly.  
Once all is set, the Execute() function starts the dialog. The execution of this 
script stops here until the dialog will be closed.  

 

While the dialog is building up, each control is initialized. In case such controls are 
bound to a PowerShell function (PSVal or PSList), such functions are called one 
time and according data is loaded into the control. For example, the categories 
drop-down and the numbering scheme drop-down points to the GetCategories 
and GetNumSchms functions. 

 

As the dialog will be displayed, the InitializeWindow function is executed. This 
is a perfect place to set default values to properties, enable/disable or show/hide 
controls on the dialog, and subscribe for property change events. 

From now on, whenever something happens on the dialog, the 
ActivateOKButton function is called. Such function returns either true or false 
in order to tell the OK button to be enabled or disabled. 

 

Once the dialog gets closed, the execution continues in the CreateFile.ps1, and 
the $dialog variable contains the property information of the dialog and also the 
new file or folder name. In case post-creation actions shall be applied, such as 
linking the object with something else, this is a good place for adding your code. 
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